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**SAFE IN NOVELIST'S HOUSE**

Solzhenitsyn exiled to West Germany

by Alex Frere

FRANKFURT (UPI)—Alexander I. Solzhenitsyn, the novelist who won the Nobel prize of his stinging criticism of the Soviet government, was stripped of his Soviet citizenship Wednesday and exiled to West Germany with only the clothes on his back.

"I am very tired and very worried about my family," Solzhenitsyn said when he arrived at the Frankfurt airport under guard aboard a Soviet jetliner. "Only this morning I was in prison."

"Because of my family, I cannot say anything," he said. "I can give no interviews. Not today, not tomorrow and not in the next couple of days."

"I must think things over."

In Moscow, Solzhenitsyn's wife, Natalya, said later, "We intend to follow him, certainly, but when, where... we just don't know."

She said Solzhenitsyn telephoned her from West Germany Wednesday night and told her he had been kept in prison in Moscow overnight after his arrest Tuesday. He said he was in good health. They spoke for about 15 minutes.

The Soviet government announced Solzhenitsyn's deportation two hours after a Soviet jetliner bearing him had landed in this West German city. It was the first official Soviet information of the 56-year-old Nobel Prize laureate since seven police officers burst into his Moscow apartment Tuesday night and arrested him.

A statement by the Soviet news agency Tass had said Solzhenitsyn, 55, arrived here on a regularly scheduled Soviet jet of the Aeroflot airline accompanied by guards. As he got off the plane after the other 40 passengers a girl in pink pants handed him a red rose while West German border police applauded.

Language and accent were the only visible giveaway that Solzhenitsyn had just parachuted from the sky. He wore a brown fur hat and dark brown coat, apparently the clothes he grabbed from a bedroom when KGB Soviet secret police took him away Tuesday night.

The bearded driver was driven away from the airport in a black Mercedes limousine with West German Foreign Ministry license plates. He went to Langenbroich, a village in the Eifel Mountains where he always maintained he would never the Soviet Union voluntarily, changed his mind at a meeting with representatives of the LaFortune Renovation Project, he announced yesterday that the issue will get a hearing before the University's Board of Trustees. Dr. Phillip Faccenda, who was mentioned in Etienne's criticism, still declines comment on Etienne's charges.

---

**Hearst seeks compromise with daughter's captors**

by Art McGinn

BERKELEY, Calif. (UPI)—The father of Patricia Hearst, urging her to "hang in there, honey," said Wednesday he could not come up with a $400 million food bailout to the needy but that he would try as far as he could to meet her kidnappers' demands.

The publisher appeared twice before television cameras Wednesday outside the family home after the Symbionese Liberation Army called for a distribution of $700 worth of food to each of 4.7 million needy in California.

Braving to keep his voice from breaking in his first appearance, Hearst—addressing Patricia directly in the hope she was listening in her kidnappers' hideout—said that the SLA demand, largest ransom figure in history, was "impossible to meet."

Four hours later, Hearst emerged again and said he thought his first remarks might indicate he did not want to negotiate for the release of the 19-year-old Patricia and that he wanted to "clarify" the statement.

"I don't see how we can meet a $400 million program," he said.

"But I want then the kidnappers to know that I want to set up the type of program they are talking about. If it doesn't satisfy them, it won't be because I haven't done everything I can.

"This is a matter of extent, of how much we can do, of how much money is available."

During his first appearance, he grasped the hand of his 56-year-old wife, Catherine, who was crying, and said he would come up with a "counter offer" in the next 24 to 48 hours.

"I just want you to know that I'm going to do everything I can to get you out of there," he said in remarks directed to his daughter. "It's a little frightening because the original demand is what I was afraid of from the beginning, is one that is impossible to meet."

Mrs. Hearst, a chic matron dressed in a black wool knit dress with a high neckline and wearing a twin strand of pearls, also stepped forward from the television set to the driveway. She could not stop weeping.

"We love you, Patty, and we're all praying for you," she said.

"I'm sorry I'm crying but I'm happy you're safe. I know these people have good ideals but they're just going about them in the wrong way. They wouldn't want to make you suffer for something we did."

"God bless you, honey."

Hearst said he wanted to make sure that the members of the SLA who kidnapped the sandy-haired university coed from her Berkeley apartment Feb. 4 understand that "I'm leveling with them."

"I want to clarify any misconception that I am being hard line. That is just not so. I am going to do everything I can. That is the important thing. If that's not enough, I can't help it."

The Hearsts, their four other daughters and Patricia's fiancée, Steven Weed, have been together at the suburban Hillsborough home waiting for further word from Patricia who said in a tape recording received Tuesday that she was "okay."

"I've never seen anything good come out of compromising with a bunch of hoods."

---

**University trustees, officers to hear renovation issues**

by Patrick Hanfla

Staff Reporter

Student Body President Dennis Etienne announced yesterday that the LaFortune Renovation controversy would be a hearing before the Trustees and Officers of the University. Etienne's statement followed a meeting between students and administrators.

Etienne referred to his attack on administration handling of the matter which he made before the SLC on Monday. "Basically I wanted to point out some growing problems that had not been dealt with. We had heard that the students plans for renovation were going to be thrown out without consideration so a strong statement was needed."

The agreement to let the Trustees decide on the issue will get a hearing before the University's Board of Trustees. Dr. Phillip Faccenda, who was mentioned in Etienne's criticism, still declines comment on Etienne's charges.
Construction site. An unsuccessful attempt to enter the confrontation with police in an unsuccessful attempt to enter the construction site. Gordon L. Long, who also is the main contractor on the construction project. Long was in seclusion following a reported threat on his life and those of his family. Several threats on his life and those of his family. The violence started early in the day at a construction site where a construction site. The observer watched. Damage was estimated at $10,000 by the restaurant owner, who was beaten on the job site.}

**Tradesmen cause $10,000 in damage**

LANSING, Mich. (UPI) — Angry tradesmen smashed windows, slashed tires and ripped off two full trucks on a non-union construction project Wednesday and then invaded a restaurant owned by the contractor and "took the place apart."

The violence started early in the day at a construction site where a non-union construction project Wednesday and then invaded a restaurant owned by the contractor and "took the place apart."

**To teach fundamentals**

Mini-course on insurance held

by Mary Pat Sullivan

Staff Reporter

Charles Reddy, university insurance officer, gave the first class of the mini-course on Fundamentals of Insurance Tuesday night. The session was the first of four to be held on consecutive Tuesday nights, and different subjects of automobile and liability insurance were explored.

The mini-course is sponsored by the Arts and Letters Student Advisory Council for the purpose of equipping uninsured students with enough knowledge of insurance to enable them to buy wisely. Reddy explains the fundamentals of a topic and then is ready to answer any questions or give advice for the solution of particular problems. Tuesday might be advised on various problems such as renting a home or buying a car (the two subjects covered on the first night), and the strength of a claim (the two subjects covered on the second night).

Wednesday might be advised on various problems such as renting a home or buying a car (the two subjects covered on the first night), and the strength of a claim (the two subjects covered on the second night). Reddy advised the insurance companies worry about the frequency of claims rather than the severity of one particular claim. He mentioned that if a policy owner collects on his policy for a minor injury every Tuesday of the week, it's likely that his policy won't be renewed. He also advised against making a claim in an accident caused by drunk driving if the policy owner at fault wants to continue to be insured by his company. "They'll pay," he said. "They can't take away what you paid for, but they'll get disenchantment with you and won't be with you again."

Reddy is a practicing lawyer and Notre Dame's Insurance Officer. As insurance officer, he is in charge of insuring the three-hundred cars owned by Notre Dame and handling all other university insurance business. The remaining classes will deal with homeowner, theft, and life insurance. Other areas will be covered on request.
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LANSONG, Mich. (UPI) — Angry tradesmen smashed windows, slashed tires and ripped off two full trucks on a non-union construction project Wednesday and then invaded a restaurant owned by the contractor and "took the place apart."

The violence started early in the day at a construction site where a non-union construction project Wednesday and then invaded a restaurant owned by the contractor and "took the place apart."

A group of about 50 men left the picket line Wednesday and invaded a two-room suite at the Dunes hotel. They were arrested in a one-count criminal complaint filed Wednesday by the district attorney's office charging them with landlord violation. The actress was charged with possessing cocaine and amphetamine and unauthorized charges against Hollywood director David Winick's articles stolen from a Winnetka in New Orleans. Reddy is a practising lawyer and Notre Dame's Insurance Officer. As insurance officer, he is in charge of insuring the three-hundred cars owned by Notre Dame and handling all other university insurance business. The remaining classes will deal with homeowner, theft, and life insurance. Other areas will be covered on request.
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Friedman notes swing to movies

by Ken Bradford
Staff Reporter

Writer Bruce Jay Friedman discussed the problems in multi-media with a large crowd of students yesterday afternoon in the Library Lounge.

Friedman, whose works include novels, screen plays, short stories and theatrical plays, advised students yesterday afternoon to approach great literature fast because it is quickly disappearing.

Pointing to the "embarrassingly small number of magazines publishing today," Friedman observed, "You have to be crazy to write short stories for a living. That ship is sinking and I'm going down with it."

The novel as an art form, despite occasional revivals like Mario Puzo's The Godfather, is also on the wane, according to Friedman.

"Most of the young novelists of today are the film makers," he stated.

Friedman mentioned the frenzied interest in films among the young people today and praised developments in the artistic value of movies.

"I've seen a number of good films and you get the feeling that these movies weren't created around a Hollywood conference table," Friedman said.

Friedman also spoke of the opportunities and obstacles for those wishing to enter the field of writing as a career.

"I went to a journalism school and it is 99 per cent worthless unless you want to become a writer for the daily papers," Friedman noted.

Friedman stressed the importance of having a job while writing in the spare time. "It's useful to have a job where you're using different muscles from those you use for writing," he said.

"You have to work to subsist and it might take four years to write a novel," Friedman explained. "Even a bad effort, spending a few years on a poor piece of work, may be helpful."

"By writing poorly, at least you have the opportunity to learn to write well," he said.

Speaking of the diversity in the media, Friedman said, "You have to work in the form in which the idea vocally to you."

"Yet the differences between the forms of media tend to be exaggerated," Friedman observed.

"There is almost no established American novelist who hasn't had a flirtation with the theater. The technical problems vanish if the novel approaches the theater with the same force with which he approaches the novel," he stated.

Speaking about his personal preferences as a writer, Friedman said, "A work isn't enough for me if it is only entertainment."

Responding to a question about the making of a successful writer, Friedman stated, "It amounts to the question of would you rather reach 300,000 people just for the sake of reaching them or reach 7,000 people and really make a difference to them."

"It's not enough to write a few good books, you always have to bring along something better the next time," he said.

Friedman also stated that his conception of the best writer is "one who hits the midpoint between the animal and the intellectual in man."

Friedman gained his reputation as a "black humorist" by compiling an anthology of works of "black humor," he pointed out that much of the humor in his personal works is inspired by actual news stories.

One instance was his competitive spirit causing him to cheer for record-breaking fatality figures on holiday weekends. "It's not funny. It's sad," Friedman noted.

The current humor of the news often makes the humorist un-necessary, Friedman stated. "One has to ask, how a humorist can possibly parody Martha Mitchell?"

"How does a humorist improve on Nixon's state of the Union address?"

A question concerning the Sothebys auction in Russia initiated a discussion on the subject of literary censorship.

"I'm not feeling very smug that Russia is bad and we are better. When you must change one word of your work at another person's behest, you have compromised the work and should not be able to look at yourself in the mirror," Friedman stated.

LAST NIGHT TONIGHT:
"DERANGED!"
tomorrow!

Celebrate Valentine's Day at
orby's
Enjoy the oldies by K.O.
Oldies Prizes too
9-12

Friedman may buck subpoena

ON (UPI) Initial talks between lawyers for President Nixon and the House Judiciary Committee indicated that the White House may resist committee requests or subpoenas for presidential documents and tapes, a source close to the impeachment inquiry said Thursday.

The source said that in a first meeting between the lawyers this week, the White House representative indicated he believed the waiver was by law to keep the materials confidential, apparently because of the Watergate inquiry proceedings.

Watergate Special Prosecutor Leon Jaworski also has said he is prevented from giving grand jury requests or subpoenas for documents or tapes until the impeachment inquiry reaches into the "secret recesses" of the White House.

The House is directed by the Constitution to carry out impeachment proceedings, but the Watergate inquiry reaches into the "secret recesses" of the White House. Nixon's state of the Union address.

Friedman stated.

PICK THE PICKBEFORE YOU PACK! CHECK OUT OUR SPECIAL DISCOUNT RATE (10%) AVAILABLE MOST OF THE YEAR

STUDENTS ON THE GO

PICK THE "PICK" BEFORE YOU PACK! CHECK OUT OUR SPECIAL DISCOUNT RATE (10%) AVAILABLE MOST OF THE YEAR

CALL TOLL FREE 800-AE-8-5000 FOR FAST RESERVATIONS AT ANY ALPERT PICK MOTOR INN+HOTEL THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY AS LISTED BELOW

Chicago, Ill... Pick Congress Hotel O'Hare-American Inn
Chicago (Des Plaines), Ill... Pick Hampton Inn
Columbus, Ohio... Pick Fort Hayes Hotel
East Lansing, Mich... Pick Alpert Motor Hotel
Greensboro, N.C... Pick Albert Motor Inn
Harrisburg, Pa... Pick Nationwide Inn
Houston, Texas... Pick Albert Motor Inn
Memphis, Tenn... Pick Albert Motor Inn
Miami Beach, Fla... Pick Albert Motor Inn
Nashville, Tenn... Pick Albert Motor Inn
Rockford, Ill... Pick Albert Motor Inn
Sacramento, Calif... Pick Albert Motor Inn
San Antonio, Tex... Pick Albert Motor Inn
South Bend, Ind... Pick Albert Motor Inn
Terre Haute, Ind... Pick Albert Motor Inn
Washington, D.C... Pick Lee House

"TAKES OFF LIKE A BLAZING FOREST FIRE, WITH A THRILL A MINUTE!"

The Day of the Dolphin

PLAZ ROAD, N.Y. DAILY NEWS

JOSEPH E. LEVINE presents

GEORGE C. SCOTT in

MIKE NICHOLS film

THE DAY OF THE DOLPHIN

"DERANGED!"

Mat. Sat. & Sun. 1:30

Enjoy the oldies by K.O.
Oldies Prizes too
9-12

by Ken Bradford

by Ken Bradford

by Ken Bradford
A Valentine's Day Story

I first learned about the catastrophe while reading Slaughterhouse-Five by Kurt Vonnegut, Jr. In this book, Vonnegut relates the story of the disastrous fire-bombing of Dresden, Germany during World War II. He was a prisoner of war there at the time of the bombing and fortunately lived to write about it.

I recall reading the disaster through reading The Destruction of Dresden by David Irving. In this book, Irving presents a documentary, start-to-finish account of the fire-bombing.

Together these books told me the sad, shameful, and chilling story about what happened in Dresden during the winter of 1945. I will relate to you this tragic episode of World War II, an episode which had been hidden or at least obscured by military and political leaders during the early post-war years. For example, Secretary of War Henry L. Stimson planned the Top Secret sticker on the information concerning it. Only over the past decade has some truth of the Dresden fire-bombing been revealed.

The catalytic fire-bombing of Dresden during World War II took place on Valentine's Day night, February 13, 1945. Allied bombers were flying over Germany, awards Dresden. It was about ten o'clock and the squadron cleared away, just as the meteorologists at Bomber Command had predicted. And when they reached Dresden they found only three thin layers of cloud over the city. At about this same time the air raids were started on Dresden.

The airplanes flew back to England. Three hours later more planes returned to the Dresden skies and the shower of incendiary bombs was repeated.

The airplanes flew back to England. Three hours later more planes returned to the Dresden skies and the shower of incendiary bombs was repeated.

Through the pail of smoke remnant from the first assault, the second strike dropped its bombs. And then they went home. A few hours later stores planes came: the third strike they deployed their cargo and then they too went home.

Beforehand the crews of these planes had been "briefed" about the city they were to bomb. They were told that they were attacking the German Army Headquarters, that Dresden was an important industrial city, and that they were striking tremendous German ammunition dumps. In few instances were they told the truth: that there were twenty-six thousand prisoners of war in the city's suburbs, that there were several hundred thousand refugees in the city, and that Dresden was almost militarily worthless.

Whether or not the Bomber Command fully knew this truth is still questionable. It is likely they must have had some knowledge.

However, unconsciously, the bomber's task was performed with disastrous precision. From a distance, Dresden looked like a lashing witch's brew.

The dawn of Tuesday, February 13, had shown off a bright, arterial, and populous Dresden. It was a channeled place throughout the city. As darkness fell, the scattered fires still burned, once beautiful Dresden became merely a city of ashes.

At about 10:00 p.m. the fire却是 precision. From a distance, Dresden looked like a flaming witch's brew.
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Beforehand the crews of these planes had been "briefed" about the city they were to bomb. They were told that they were attacking the German Army Headquarters, that Dresden was an important industrial city, and that they were striking tremendous German ammunition dumps. In few instances were they told the truth: that there were twenty-six thousand prisoners of war in the city's suburbs, that there were several hundred thousand refugees in the city, and that Dresden was almost militarily worthless.

Whether or not the Bomber Command fully knew this truth is still questionable. It is likely they must have had some knowledge.

However, unconsciously, the bomber's task was performed with disastrous precision. From a distance, Dresden looked like a lashing witch's brew.
how fitting, mr. miller, that you're here
by kathy schwille

Miller wrote the play while appearing in The Odd Couple in Fort Worth. The experience of losing all 153 pages in a Texas field and finding everyone of them with him has given Miller a "special feeling" for the play. "I can't believe my luck," he says, "and I still can't."
Truck driver injures nine strikers

WASHINGTON (UPI) - A truck driver drove his 50-ton semitrailer into a group of about 66 picketing traditionists Tuesday, police said, and ran over five of them against cars and running over others, police said. Nineteen men were rushed to hospitals and one, Jerry Heiden, 25, was reported in serious condition with undetermined injuries. Of the others, all but one, Joseph Fitzgerald, 42, were treated and released. Fitzgerald was reported in fair condition.

Two policemen received minor injuries but did not require hospitalization.

"There were a whole lot of near

rioters," Lansing Police Capt.

William Cavanaugh said. "People

were driving over cars trying to get

out of the way of this thing."

"The truck driver was taken into
custody after police rescued him

from the angry crowd. He was not

immediately identified and police

were trying to explain his actions.

The traditionists had been picketing the site for about two weeks in a dispute over the use of nonunion labor. Teamster truck drivers and refinery workers had crossed the picket lines.

The driver went into the street

Tuesday to block four trucks

delivering shipments of cement

pier for the job. Police interfered

and began directing the trucks

through.

The police got through peacefully,
said Cavanaugh, although they were

"Five, six, seven shots..."

Wallace said of the driver.

"The fourth one, for some reason, he veered to the right, outside the road, and

he got hit by the driver on contact.

"We feel we are providing a service to the community," commented Marontello, "and at the same time providing the best type of atmosphere for the students from a health standpoint."

Said Cavanaugh: "We feel the driver was more interested in his own employee Relations and Training, and the community service to the community, is not allowed unless a lifeguard is on duty."

Visitors and guests of the St. Mary's community may swim during the following hours: Saturday and Sunday from 12:00 noon to 1:00 p.m. and Tuesday through Friday from 4:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m. during the week. Swimming is not allowed unless a lifeguard is on duty.

The pool area may be reserved for private swimming parties on Wednesdays and Saturdays from 9:00 p.m. to midnight. The presence of a lifeguard is required. Arrangements for private parties should be made with the lifeguard in advance. Reservation fee is $25.00 plus the lifeguard fee. All swimmers must enter pool area through dressing rooms in 132 St. Mary's faculty, staff and students, nonunion workers were not being allowed into the facility. He said the driver jumped the fence of the picket line. However, police described the picketing outside the Long Development Co. construction project as orderly and within the law.

"The second incident of picket line violence in Little Theatre in as many days. Riot-garbed police clubbed picketers outside the strikebound Motor Wheel Corp. Monday following complaints that nonunion workers were not being permitted to cross the picket line.

"The driver remained on the hood of the derrick until police broke up the crowd and took him into custody, Cavanaugh said. He said the crowd had threatened the truck driver with "great bodily harm." There were no further arrests.

In November, see the Bulletin Board in the LaFortune Poolroom for details.

THE PING PONG TOURNAMENT HAS RESUMED.

All those who signed-up in November, 

Wallace ineligible for campaign funds

Washington (UPI) - Alabamian Gov. George C. Wallace will not get federal financing if he seeks the presidency in 1976 as an independent candidate. A candidate has to get at least 5 per cent of the vote in the previous election.

Wallace would have qualified for federal financing - should he make a run for the presidency in 1976 as an independent candidate managed to win the party's nomination.
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Irish return home, 'sweet' home

by John Higgins

Homecoming games are generally restricted to fall season, and rare indeed is the case of a team taking to the road to play one. But with the Irish in New York City for tonight's encounter with Fordham, nothing could suit the Down Towne family reunion better than the nation's third-ranked team.

Notre Dame's recruiting contingent includes seven players, the head coach and any six current or former players.-Don't pack the stands to welcome your favorite. A twelve month. This final leg is, of course, the Notre Dame Interhall Basketball Tournament, which begins tonight and runs through Sunday, February 24th. The semifinals are to be held in the John Schumate and Gary Brokaw are only two of seven members of the Notre Dame basketball squad returning for a homecoming of sorts tonight against the Fordham Rams in New York's Madison Square Garden.
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The mainstay in the Ram attack is 6-7, 100-pound forward Darryl Brown, averaging 16.3 points and 16.6 rebounds per game. He is the only true 6-7 player in the unenviable task of battling the taller Irish on the boards will be 6-3 Frank Heyward (10.5 ppg) and promising freshman John O'Neill (4.9 ppg), whose father may be the only Notre Dame graduate unaccustomed to his labors in this game.

Rich Gilloon, Notre Dame's wrestling co-captain from Dubuque, Iowa, has had many narrow escapes on the wrestling mat during his Irish career. But none probably can compare to the one he had a few summers ago.

"My brother, eight others and myself were camping on an island in the Mississippi," he says, "when a sandstorm passed Dubuque. We couldn't see very well, and the water almost floated us away."

After an experience like that, you would think others would come easy to this quiet, 158-pounder. But they haven't for Gilloon has had to work hard for his present status at Notre Dame.

"But last year, I finished 17-13-2 at 158. I worked as hard as ever. I guess if you stick with something long enough, things come more natural for you."

Gilloon: desire, hard work key success

by John Fineran
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